P R E S S & AC C O L AD E S

parce 8-yr praise
2017 Publisher’s Picks

Walnuts and cocoa are apparent on
the nose and with each deep intake, it
becomes a bit more resiny. The palate
is opulent and dry and engages notes
of darker chocolate, coffee bean and
grains. A touch of sweet tobacco and
charred oak comes in mid-to-finish
with a hint of Bing cherry.

parce 12-yr praise
Named #1 Best Rum for Sipping

This 12-year-old Colombian rum has
“a lot of wood right off the nose, and
caramel from its bourbon barrel aging,”
McCoy says. “Add some ice and start to
detect a subtle sweetness and spice.”

Shaking Up the American
Rum Market

Best Summer Cocktails

Listening to the Colombian way
of making and drinking rum was
crucial. Instead of making a rum
for Americans, they made a rum
for Colombians. What’s more, they
followed the lead of Colombian
experts on what makes a great
Colombian rum.

Parce Rum is inspired by the beautiful weather of Colombia and the
warm hospitality of the Colombian
people. ... [This Mai-Tai inspired
cocktail] celebrates friendship and
warm summer days. It’s easy to
make, refreshing for sure, and
effortlessly easy to drink.

parce 8yr awards

Parce 12 is a fine sipping rum.
Sure you could mix this into
an Old Fashioned—we did,
and it was delicious—but the
smooth and flavorful profile
leaves us content sipping this
one neat.

parce 12yr awards
92

93PTS RATING
Tasting Panel
Magazine 2017

GOLD // 2015

SF World Spirits
Competition

GOLD MEDAL

2015 Ministry of Rum
Tasting Competition

94PTS RATING
Cigar & Spirits
Magazine 2017

DOUBLE GOLD // BEST RUM // BEST
EXTRA-AGED RUM & BEST IN SHOW

2015 San Francisco World Spirits Competition
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